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Background

The pure and simple truth is rarely
pure and never simple!
- Oscar Wilde

Assumption(s)

We collect
information
on nearly
every project
or strategy
on which we
work.

Leadership,
Supervisors,
Project
Managers
and Scientists
make an
array of
decisions for
each project
or strategy

*rather than lacking “measures”

We don’t
consistently
use the
information
we already
have (or
need) to
make
decisions

We lack a
regular
approach and
system for
using
measures
consistently
across the
Chapter*

Developing A Foundation
We needed to identify several key elements:
1.Who uses measures information?
2.What questions or decisions do they need to make?
3.What specific information do they need?
4.How do they use it?
5.When do they need it?

Gathering Data
To assemble this information:
• Gathered critical information
by online survey
• Planned a workshop for staff,
leadership and management.
Nearly 30 staff and trustees
from ENY and the New York
State Office took the survey,
providing a good cross-section of
roles and responsibilities.

Management

Leadership

What are the
impacts/outcom
es of the project
or strategy (goals
and objectives)?

What are the
desired
outcomes or
goals for the
project or
strategy?

What are the
resources
(human and
financial)
required?

What are the
resource needs
(human and
financial) of the
project or
strategy?

Are we well
positioned or
uniquely suited
to do this project
or implement
this strategy?

What is the
theory of change
and is it
reasonable?
What is/how is
this project
connected to
Statewide,
Division, Region
and Global TNC
objectives?

Projects

Operations

Philanthropy
& Comm.

What are we
trying to
accomplish?

What are the
conservation
objectives?

What are the
tasks and how
much time is
required to
accomplish
them?

When will we be
ready to share
the story?

What resources
are required to
successfully
implement this
project?

What resources
are required for
this project or
strategy?

What are the
human and
financial
resources
required?

What is the
financial need of
the project
(budget)?

Programs

What leverage or
return on
investment will
the project or
strategy
generate?
How does the
project or
strategy align
with
organizational
goals or
priorities?

What are the
assumptions and
logic of the
project or
strategy?

What story
can/needs to be
told around the
project?

Conservation Goals and Objectives

Human and Financial Resources

Logic & Assumptions

Organizational
Alignment

Communicating
Key Messages
Exit Strategy &
Learning

Beginning the Conversation
20 Staff and trustees from ENY and NYSO
gathered in New Paltz, New York to build
on the responses to the online survey.
Objectives:
1. Specific information needs for each
audience identified.
2. Prototype template/tool for communicating
and using measures information.

3. Recommendations for institutionalizing the
use of measures in the Chapter
4. Obstacles and solutions to implementing.

Information Needs

Information Needs
Management
Questions

QUESTION:
What are the assumptions
and logic of the strategy or
project?

ANSWER:
A Results Chain

The specific information needed to
answer this question

Using Measures Information

The
“measure”
or specific
information

The
“trigger”
for action

The action
you would
take

The timing
for this
information

Using Measures Information
Management
Questions

Is the project on track to achieve identified
goals and objectives?

Triggers

1. Missing critical dates for meeting milestones or
benchmarks
2. Greatly under/over on stated objectives

Actions

1. Mandates dialogue with management*
2. Reassessment by project team

Timing

1. Project dependent
2. During regularly scheduled project updates*

Results
Basic Framework for ENY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Background/Overview
Conservation Objectives
Results Chain
Current Highlights (bullets)
Major Milestones/Interim Objectives
Interim Measures
Progress on Activities/Towards Interim
Objectives
Status/Trend of Viability or Threat
Resource Needs/Status
–
–
–

•
•

Revenue v. Expenses
Budget v. YTD
Staffing

Risk & Uncertainty
Adaptive Management/Change

One of the great mistakes is to judge policies and programs by
their intentions rather than their results. Milton Friedman

“We have a lot of this information, we just
don’t communicate it internally very well.”
C. Zimmerman

Initial Guidance
• Increase collaboration across chapter functions*.
Interdisciplinary teams at onset of major projects
• A thoughtful CAP and budget are a “must” for a
project to move forward

• A clear plan, SMART objectives, and financial planning
is key from the start for measuring progress (needs to
be done in advance of implementation).
• Synchronize reporting and review of interim progress
with existing mechanisms/opportunities (e.g. board
reports, conservation staff meetings, etc.) - Quarterly

Initial Guidance (cont’d.)
• Review overall project status in preparation for
TNC annual objectives, budgeting and work
planning - Annually
• Need a standard pre-project abstract – Preproject
• Consistent use of reporting template for chapter
exchanges (e.g. board meetings, staff meetings,
etc.) to build awareness for Chapter’s
conservation work and progress
• The first action as a result of review is a dialog
with project team

Issues & Needs
• Training/Continuing Support
–
–
–
–
–

Program Evaluation (e.g. NOAA)
Project Management
Conservation Action Planning (TNC)
Results Based Measures (TNC)
Opportunities for Cross-Training

• Tools

The most serious mistakes are not
– Miradi Software [1. customize, 2.
being made as a result of wrong
enterprise]
answers. The truly dangerous is
asking the wrong question.
– TIS sharing of information (Miradi, GL,
etc.)
- Peter Drucker

– Convenient Reporting Templates
– Conservation Terms Glossary

DRAFT PROJECT MEASURES TEMPLATE (Ver. 0)

DRAFT PROJECT MEASURES TEMPLATE (Ver. 0)

Need to keep the layout/display simple and
clear.

Maps or results chains may need to be on
another page

First Findings
• Existing TNC systems often have
the information but it sometimes
takes work to get it (shape it)
• Pieces of our plans could be
clearer (i.e. S.M.A.R.T. objectives,
results chains, etc.). Peer review,
training and examples would help.
• Some information we haven’t
historically shared or
communicated.
• It “takes a village” so we will have
to work in cross-functional teams
(coordinate and communicate)

We want the facts to fit the
preconceptions. When they
don't it is easier to ignore the
facts than to change the
preconceptions.
- Jessamyn West

Next Steps
Steps

Potential Costs

• Implementation guidance draft
(May/2011)
• Initial field test (5/2011)
• Board review (6/2011)
• Interdisc. Team schedule (6/11)
• Leadership, mgmt & program
training (9/11)
• All priority projects (12/2011)
• Board review September, &
December.

• Training Needs & Opportunities
• Design or layout support
• Tool Development or
Improvement (e.g. Miradi,
ConPro, etc.)

The only man who behaves sensibly is my tailor; he
takes my measurements anew every time he sees me,
while all the rest go on with their old measurements
and expect me to fit them.
- George Bernard Shaw

DRAFT PROJECT MEASURES TEMPLATE (Ver. 1)
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Chart or Graphs

•
•
•

Show progress toward key milestones or
thresholds
Keep them simple
Note time periods for data
Use multiple graphs if necessary

•

1

Measure(s)

What data are you looking at to measure
progress towards desired interim outcomes?
•
What threshold or milestone are you trying
to achieve?

DRAFT PROJECT MEASURES TEMPLATE (Ver. 1)

•
•
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Don’t repeat what is in the charts or graphs
Evaluate variations in performance in
different regions
Explain changes over time & special events
Provide external benchmarks for
comparison

•
•

•
•
•
•

Analysis

4

Next Steps
Answer the question “now what?”
Be specific
Provide both short- and long-term actions
Ask questions of (or assistance from) staff,
management and leadership.

Caribbean Challenge
• To effectively conserve and manage at least
20% (8.2 million Has) of the Caribbean’s
marine habitat by 2020;
• Creation of sustainable finance mechanisms to
support national systems of protected areas

Scope of Investment
• Eight countries (Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Jamaica,
Grenada, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines, St. Kitts &
Nevis, St. Lucia, and Antigua & Barbuda).
• $75 million in total public and private funding pledged.
$40m to Caribbean Biodiversity Fund and $35m for on the
ground implementation.
• The Conservancy has pledged $20 million in private
funding to help leverage another $20 million in public
financial commitments.

• Investment will help protect the fish stocks and tourismrelated livelihoods of the more than 10 million people
living within the Challenge’s participating nations.

Developing Measures
• Caribbean Program completed a round of planning
and strategy development in 2010 for the Challenge.
• Develop measures of progress for the Caribbean
Challenge at the regional, national and site scales by
June 2011.
• Initial focus on the regional and national Protected
Areas and Sustainable Finance strategies

Measures Summit
• Caribbean Program staff gathered in the
Dominican Republic for a measures summit
• Teams reviewed the logic of the
strategies/results chains
• Focused measures development on
intermediate outcomes which represented
critical “go/no go” opportunities for each
geography.

Measures Summit
• Objective – What concrete
outcome are you trying to
achieve?
• Indicator – What is the specific
information needed?
• Who–Person responsible for
gathering information (and the
source)
• Frequency – How often is the
information gathered/reported

By December 2014, ~$4.5 million GEF and
national commitments for co-financing
Bahamian full-sized projects met

Amount of match (US $)
Kathleen (TNC)

From: GEF financial audits

Quarterly

*Per GEF financial audits

• Audience – Who is the direct
audience for this measure/info?

1. Eleanor Phillips, Northern Caribbean Program
2. Caribbean Challenge Executive Team
3. Caribbean Biodiversity Fund board

• Decision Making “Trigger” –
Signal/warning flag for review,
action or decision.

Failure to meet specified interim/target
dates (See Bahamas agreement with CBF).

EXAMPLE!

Post Summit
• WebEx with each of the geographies ( &
regional team) to revise and complete
measures table
• Development of a measures document for the
Caribbean Challenge (i.e. part methods, part
implementation guidance, part “next steps”
for future development)

